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FOREWORD
H. P. Lohrman, author of this bulletin, is Chairman of the Social
Studies Division of this College. He received his B.S. and M.A. degrees
from Ohio University, and his Ph.D. from the Ohio State University.
He has be.~n a teacher, principal, and superintendent of schools in Ohio.
Among his writings are "History of Tuscarawas County, Ohio",
"Ohio's First School Teacher", "Gone With The Waters", "Social Disorganization in Southeastern Ohio", and "Who is Delinquent?". He is a
member of The American Sociological Society, The Ohio Valley Sociological Society, Alpha Kappa Delta, and Kappa Delta Pi.
Dr. Lohrman is eminently qualified to write, MARRIAGE AND
FAMILY IN THE UNITED STATES.

FLOYD E. PERKINS

Published by the Bureau of Special Services of the
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minnesota
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PART .ONE
THE AMERICAN FAMILY
INTRODUCTION
There are almost 45,000,000 families in the United States. New
families are formed at the rate of 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 annually. These
families buy the great bulk of our economic product, support schools,
churches, highways, the military establishment. They add nearly 3,000,000
citizens to the nation each year. The family is indeed the basic social
institution. In spite of abortive efforts to do so, no substitute has been
found for it, nor likely ever will be. In spite of a high rate of divorce,
in spite of the ubiquitous joke depicting marriage as martial rather than
marital, young people march up the church aisle to say "I do" in an
undiminishing number.
The American people are a marrying people. The safest prediction
one can make of a newly born American is that he or she will be married
before age 50, and probably long before that. The chances that this
will occur are 90 in 100. Americans marry at a higher rate than do the
people in any other urbanized-industrialized nation, and they marry at
a younger age.
It is true, of course, that the rate of marriage fluctuates from month
to month and from year to year. Numerous factors affect the marriage
rate, but it appears that economic and military conditions exercise primary
influence. A family in this country is exp.ected to be financially selfsufficient. If a young man does not have a job, or good prospects of
one, he does not suggest marriage to a girl. From 1929 to 1933 the
marriage rate dropped from 10.1 to 7.9, the lowest point since 1867.
By 1935, with improvement in the economic situation, the rate had
risen to 10.4, a figure which is about the annual average for the nation.
But, at this date there were many thousands of young men and women
whose marriages were still in a deferred status. As the United States
began to prepare itself for defense, and became increasingly the "arsenal
for democracy" f mployment opportunities improved, and the marriage
rate rose sharply - to 12.7 in 1941, 13.2 in 1942. By then we were at
war, and the rate of marriage dropped, but remained at above average.
With the end of shooting war and the return of millions of young men
to civilian life, cupid found himself working overtime. The marriage rate
in 1946 was 16.4, the highest in our history. By 1950 the rate had
returned to approximately average, where it has remained, fairly constant.
It is safe to predict that it will remain at this rate for some time, unless
serious depression occurs, or a third World War breaks out.
We are a marrying people, a people who 'believe in marriage".
But we appear to have become committed more and more to the practice
of temporary marriage. It is common knowledge that our divorce rate
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has risen very sharply during the past century. Divorce too responds to
economic and other sociocultural influences. In 1945 one divorce decree
was granted for every four marriages performed. At the present moment
we are down to the pre-war rate of about one divorce to every five
marriages.
Why do people marry? What satisfactions do they expect from it?
What is the structure of the family at mid-century? Is the family tottering
to collapse? Is it becoming more and more disorganized, or is it reorganizing on a new basis? Does modern marriage and famify life
contribute to human happiness and development, or is the reverse true,
as some claim? This paper will attempt to discuss these problems.

The Changing Family
It is not entirely correct to speak of The American Family. We
have noted that there are nearly 45,000,000 families in this country; each
one is unique in many respects. Families vary by social class and by
region. The typical family in the Ozark Mountains is quite different
from an apartment dwelling family on Fifth Avenue. A Kansan wheat
farm family will be unlike in many respects a cotton share-cropping
family in Alabama. The family living in the suburbs of Chicago will not
be like a family living in the congested "Black Belt" of that city. There
are families today which would bear close resemblance to the traditional
rural family of several generations ago, and at the other end of the
spectrum is the emancipated family living near the urban "Loop".
These differences must be kept in mind through the discussion
which follows. While there is no uniformly typical family in the United
States, there are certain trends and characteristics emerging which must
be understood if we are to gain the insight necessary to cope with family
problems today.

/
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Few would disagree with the statement that the family is changing.
This is true of all institutions. The great social institutions have always
undergone change from generation to generation, but the changes during
the past century have been notably great. The family is a functioning
part of society; it could do nothing but change as society has undergone
revolutionary change.
To gain some perspective to view change in the family, let us look
briefly at what is usually called the traditional American family. It was
large, with an average of five to seven children, and frequently contained
three generations of related people, and often a hired hand or girl.
It was rural, geared to agrarian life. The home was the farm on which
every member but the smallest toddler worked to make a living. The
family was very largely self-sufficient economically, producing, processing
and consuming its own goods. It was patriarchal in organization, although
not so extremely so as in ancient Rome or even in recent European history.
Roles of husband, wife, children and in-laws were well defined in the
folkways and mores. Discipline for children was usually strict, sometimes
-8-

harsh. The family was strongly institutional, well supported by church
and community. The children learned the way of life at home from mother
and father, with little formal schooling necessary. Religious activities in
the home were common, such as Bible reading and family prayers.
Recreation centered in the home or immediate neighborhood. The standard
of living, as we understand that concept today, was extremely low:
there were no inside toilets, no bathrooms, no deep freezers, no radio;
cooking was done over a huge coal range, lighting was by candle or
kerosene lamp. There was no central heating; bedrooms were replicas
of the Arctic regions.
This in brief is the family which is recent enough to hold nostalgic
interest for many of us today. While the forces to bring change were
in existence fifty years ago, it has been in the past quarter century or
so that these forces have made their greatest impact felt. These forces
of change will be discussed later.
One of the marked changes is in family organization. Traditionally
patriarchal, the American family has shown a decided trend toward
greater equalitarianism. This movement has, of course, been accompanied
by the rise in the status of women in virtually all areas of living. The
culture of a people always exhibits, as Sumner long ago pointed out,
a "strain toward consistency". This strain is demonstrated in what has
been happening in the family. It would not be easy in a democratic
society for other institutions than government, to remain undemocratic.
Not all American families, to be sure, are democratic in organization
and operation; probably some traces of patriarchal rule remain in the
great majority of families. The trend, however, appears to be in the
direction of joint authority as between husband and wife. Children too
are very often included in the family discussion of ways and means.
It is not unlikely that this dissipation of male authority within the
family is related to the rise in the rate of family breakup through divorce.
Decline in Size
While accurate records of births and deaths were not made in
Colonial times, such records as do exist indicate an extremely high
birth rate. New England diaries for example, frequently make reference
to women who bore twenty to twenty-five children, or to husbands whose
successive wives gave him that many children. Death rates, to be sure,
were also high, but the net result was large families, often of a dozen
or more children. Estimates place the average size of the New England
colonial family at around seven. By the 1930's the average size of the
American family had shrunk to less than four, or fewer than two children
per family. The greatest reduction in the birth rate and family size
has occurred in the urban part of the population where net reproduction
rates have been insufficient to maintain that part of the population.
'I t is here that the childless and the one-child family is common. Rural
birth rates too have declined, but our farms have continued to produce
not only a surplus of wheat and butter, but of children. This surplus has
-9-·

moved to the city, thus allowing our urban population to increase· at a
faster rate than the rural population.
American birth rates reached lowest ebb during the 1930's, at the
same time the marriage rate fell to its lowest point. Crude birth rate in
1933 was 16.6 (it was 37.0 during the period 1871-1875.)
Everyone is aware of what appears to be a spectacular rise in
the birth rate during the 1940's and continuing into the 1950's. In 1947
the crude birth rate had risen to 25.8, its highest level since 1912. It
will be remembered that in 1946 the marriage rate had risen to 16.4.
The high birth rate for the following year is, in part, a consequence of
these numerous marriages. One would expect that with the increase in
births, the average size of the family would have increased significantly,
, but such has not been the case. The new babies were simply distributed
over a much larger number of families. There is evidence, however, that
the 1960 census will show such an increase. Sample studies by several
insurance companies have indicated an increase of third, fourth and
fifth births in our younger families.
In this connection it is interesting to report some findings made
by the author over a period of some fifteen years. In questionnaires given
students in Marriage and Family courses over this period (the course
being given two or three times a year), the question was asked "How
many children do you wish to have?" During the late 1930's and very
early 1940's the average response to this question was slightly over two
children. Since about •1945 the average has run consistently around four
children. Respondents to this question, it should be remembered, were
college students who typically have fewer children than do non-college
graduates. The author cannot report whether his students have lived up
to their expectations. Many of them, of course, have not had time to do
so as yet.
Since 1947 the birth rate has declined, but not at all precipitously.
It has remained higher than during the 1920's. It is not safe to predict
reproductive behavior very far into the future. Experts in the field do
not anticipate any further rise in birth rates, but rather expect to see
it taper off somewhat. It does not seem likely that it will, in the foreseeable future, rise much above 25.

Change in Stability.
If family stability be measured in terms of the rate of divorce,
there can be no question that as an institution, the American family
has grown much less stable during the past century. There are those
who question very seriously this method of defining and measuring
family stability. In 1850 there were few divorces granted to Americans,
although they were legally permissible almost everywhere. In 1868, 3.0
divorces were granted per 100 marriages during the same year. In 1945
the rate was 30.8 divorces per 100 marriages, an increase of over 900 percent. Certainly the family was more stable in 1868 than in 1945 in that
-10-
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it held together, legally. Does this mean that marriage and family life
were more successful, that they contributed more fully to happiness
and human fulfillment? Statistics do not answer questions such as this.
Divorce in 1868 was legally possible, but it was socially unaccepted.
It was not only not in the mores, but the mores distinctly served as a
strongly compulsive force to prevent divorce. Men and women married
for life, and if the marriage turned out to be unhappy, there was nothing
to do except to put up with it, make the best of it. The unhappy, disharmonious marriage was evidently more socially acceptable than was
divorce. The divorced woman in particular was held in much the same
category as the fallen woman.
Following the Civil War (and probably due in some measure to
the war) the frequency with which men and women sought divorce
increased steadily. The divorce rate, as is true of the marriage rate,
of the birth rate, fluctuates from year to year, but the trend has been
steadily upward. Fewer people seek divorce during an economic depression or during the course of a full scale war. Prosperity in business
with a rise in employment and wages brings an increase in divorce.
Cessation of military hostilities puts more divorce cases on the court docket.
Our big divorce year was 1945, when one divorce was given for every
three marriages performed. There were counties in the United States that
year where as many people were divorced as were married. In the years
after 1945 the divorce rate dropped to about what it was before World
War II.
Divorce is not uniform in incidence throughout the nation and its
people. Urban rates exceed rural rates. In general rates rise from east to
west. Divorce rates are lowest among those affiliated with the Roman
Catholic Church, highest among those with no religious affiliation. Childless couples divorce more frequently than do those having children,
although it is not clear that "children prevent divorce". Divorce rates
vary by occupation, being low among farmers, high among traveling
salesmen and actors. College graduates divorce less frequently than do
those who did not attend college. The · native-born seek divorce more
frequently than do the foreign-born.

Shift of Economic Functions
The American family is an enormous · consumer of economic goods
and services; it produces almost nothing it consumes. In today's highly
interdependent society the family is dependent upon factory, store, service
enterprise and transportation system for almost everything it uses. That
it uses more goods and services than ever before merely emphasizes its
dependence. Few urban families raise a garden or preserve food for winter
consumption. The old time cellar, where it remains, may be used as
a do-it-yourself shop, or recreation room, but one no longer finds there
the winter's supply of potatoes, apples, cabbage, kraut, preserved tomatoes,
beans, jelly and jam. The smoke house is going the way of the horse.
We find urban families where not even cooking is done at home.
-11-
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Launderies and dry cleaning shops have increased manyfold to replace
the tub and scrub board of yesterday. Even the rural farm family today
tends to become less and less self-sufficient, often purchasing meat,
bread, butter and the like from the store.
In this conection, mention must be made of the tremendous increase
in home sewing, the so-called do-it-yourself development, the increasing
use of deep freeze units, automatic washers and driers, and other such
home machinery. It is doubtful that we have here a return to selfsufficiency. These are ways of raising the standard of living; they increase
the demand upon factory and store - and the service man! They may
well serve to help promote family integration and family well-being.
It is of interest to note that much of the goods and services we
buy are the products of the labor of women. Much of the food we buy
in cans and packages is prepared by the same people who have always
done it - by women. Once it was done in the home; now in factory.
This is a point to keep in mind in forming opinions relative to women
in industry.

Education and the Socialization of Children
Our forefathers learned the way of life in the home and neighborhood.
Very often even trades were learned by the apprentice in a home shop.
With the beginnings of public education in the United States, only a
few children went to school, and for only very short terms. Probably for
some decades after the founding of the nation, learning in school was
very much secondary to education at home. The ability to read, write
and cipher was an embellishment, but for the masses of the people not
critically important. There remain to this day groups or localities where
education is regarded as an imposition by the state, not at all necessary
to carry on a way of life handed down by the parents.
Today's world calls for more and more education of the kind which
only the school can give. Few parents have either the time or the skill
to teach their children what society demands in literacy, knowledge and
skills. The school has not so much taken over this function as it has
provided the fulfillment of it as the need arose.
But, has the family lost, or given up its age-old function of socializing
children, of preparing them to live in human society as useful, worthwhile members? Reports of delinquency, vandalism, hooliganism, of wild
· automobile driving, of teen-age drug addiction, of wild parties prompt
some to feel that the family is indeed failing in this function. The tremendous growth of youth organizations, the development of playgrounds
and community sponsored recreational programs, of youth centers, summer camps and the like might be considered to point in the same direction.
Almost any school teacher can point to a few cases where obviously the
family has failed. Are we to expect school, Sunday School, youth organization to reliev,e parents of this function?
-12-

The answer must be "No". Until we are ready to commit all child
care and rearing from birth to maturity, to other institutions, the family
must retain this vital function. Children are born only potentially social.
The kind of social beings they become is very greatly a product of their
experiences during early infancy. This is the time when the home exercises
almost complete control and influence. The White House Conference on
child health and protection enumerated as two of the major functions of
the family those of ( 1) transmitting social values and ( 2) furnishing
orientation. 1
Socialization is not, certainly, completed by age five or six when the
child goes to school. School, church and other organizations begin to
make their contributions, but cannot be expected to take over completely.
Increasingly other agencies now affect the child's development, not
always beneficially to him or to society. This is the period, especially
with the onset of puberty, when gang, movies, dubious literature; radio
and television may compete with home, church, and school. Values
acquired via these media are sometimes quite different from those which
home, school and church seek to promote. Parents find this period one
of great difficulty in exercising control and influence. Although they
are not wholly responsible for the behavior of their children during this
stage of development, society frequently does blame them. But it is to
be pointed out that the community at large permits certain disorganizing
conditions to exist, and must therefore share the responsibility. Actually
this is the period during which the adolescent is questing for release
from his parents' control, a step he must take if he is to become a mature
adult.

Working Wives
One of the marked changes in our present family is the working
wife-mother. Wives have always worked, of course; traditionally she did
her work within the confines of house and farm. Most wives did not
disagree, at least audibly, with the dictate of Kaiser Wilhelm II that the
place of the wife was defined by "Kinder, Kuche, Kirche". To these three
K's today we must add school room, office, shop, store, restaurant, airways, and a host of others. The young male, newly become a husband
must no longer feel that his masculinity is in question because his bride
continues at her job after the honeymoon. Too many other men are in
the same position for him to feel that his status is challenged.
It is estimated that one mother out of five with children under
18 years of age is gainfully employed outside the home.

Married women work for a variety of reasons - some from stark
necessity, some because of a powerful inner drive for a career. In the
very low income groups wives and mothers may work to help pay rent
and grocery bills. At a higher income level the wife may work in order
1

Ray E. Baber, Marriage and the Family, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1939, p.277.
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to improve the economic status of the family - to permit the purchase of
a car, an automatic washer, or to live in a better part of town. The
percentage of wives who work rises with decrease in the husband's income.
Thus in 1940 about 34 percent of wives worked where the husband earned
less than $200 a year, whereas in the $3,000 and over bracket, only
slightly more than 5 percent of the wives worked.2
What is the effect of working wives and mother on family life?
Considerable controversy still surrounds this question. It is claimed that
working mothers are a causative factor in juvenile delinquency, because
they must leave their children without care and supervision, or in the
care of incompetent substitutes. In depression periods such women
are accused of taking jobs which should go to men. In all probability the
birth rate among working wives is lower than it would otherwise be.
Many women, who say they work from economic necessity, complain about
their double jobs and the fatigue which results. In many cases the
husband departs from his traditional role and helps with housework.
In response to the question, "Do you approve of women working
after marriage?" the writer's students in the Marriage and Family course
have given overwhelming approval. Many, however, would limit the
working period to the time before a child is born. These students feel
that it is entirely proper for the young wife to work for money to get
the marriage off to a better financial base.

/

The entrance of married women into the labor market highlights
another change in married life, one which may be a source of friction.
Whereas in earlier times the roles of family members were well defined
in custom and tradition, as well as in law, roles are now much less
clearly defined. Not all men, for example, accept the concept of democracy
in the family, nor do all men wish to have their wives work. If these
problems are not discussed and settled during courtship and engagement,
they may rise to cause trouble after the wedding. Today neither husband
nor wife may know precisely what is expected of self or other in marriage.
When Oliver was married to his college sweetheart after graduation he
expected that she would continue her work as a beauty parlor operator
for the few years he would need to complete medical school. He then
wanted to establish the kind of home his own mother and father had
built - a home of his own, with children and their mother caring for
them in that home. Linda had quite different notions; for her life in a
kitchenless apartment ·a nd continuance of her lucrative career. Outcome
in this case was divorce.
Other Changes
Briefly other changes which have come to the American family
are the following. Recreation, so important in today's life, is no longer
2

The American Family, A Factual Background, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.; 1949, p. 64.
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family-centered within the home. Recreation has become largely commercialized and centered in dance hall, theater, bowling alley, baseball
stadium, night club, and the like. Parents seldom attend the motion
picture theater with their children. In general each member of the family
has his ·own forms of leisure time activity, and this he pursues with others
of his age level, not usually with other members of his family.
The very basis of marriage has undergone change during the past
century or two. In the first place there is much less pressure today to
get married at all. The unmarried woman is no longer a spinster, but
a bachelor girl. She may live alone in the city, or in an apartment with
other women without family supervision, and without a trace of social
condemnation. Marriage today must be for love - not to acquire a helpmate on the farm, not to be sure of support. Whatever other reasons
may exist for marriage today, one major purpose is to gain intimate,
affectionate companionship.
These are the major changes which
in the family in the United States. Why
what has produced them? When will the
stable unit, with roles and functions more

have been and are occuring
have these changes occurred;
family again become a more
firmly defined?

Causative Factors in Family Change

So intimately related to society at large is the family that any changes
in that society and its culture are certain to affect the family. Countless
radical changes have developed in Western European-American culture
during the past two centuries. While changes in the family doubtless
affect changes in society, these influences are far less powerful than are
social changes upon the family.
Probably the prime mover in effecting family change has been
the scientific-technological changes usually referred to as the Industrial
Revolution. Political, religious, and ideological revolutions and movements
have also had their effect. It is impossible here to detail all the factors
which have influenced the family, but a few major ones will be examined.
Inventions

Inventions have affected the family directly and indirectly. Inventions
led to the factory which eventually took economic production out of the
home. The husband, and lately the wife, followed their work into the
factory. The factory ·called workers from farm, hamlet and small town
to ever-growing cities, massing hundreds of thousands of families together.
Separating the parents from each other and from the children has given
rise to the need for a new basis of integration. Urban living subjected
the family to new strains and stresses, as well as to new ·opportunities.
These will be examined below.
Inventions and the factory had two vastly significant effects on family
living. They Ul.creased production to a point once. undreamed o£, and
they created a cash economy, a wage system. Wii:h' t:he increas~ ~ .in

goods and services available came an ever growing demand for more
and more of these goods in the home. Inventions which led to our
present media of mass communication made it possible for millions of
people to learn about these products, and to want more of them. Emphasis
upon standard of living grew to where it appears to be one of our most
cherished values. To achieve and maintain a high and increasing standard
of living, more and higher wages were demanded. While at first the
Industrial Revolution stimulated an enormous increase in population, its
ultimate effects have been to reduce the birth rate. In countless families
today, particularly in the cities, it has become a question of babies? or
higher standard of living? In a great many cases the scale tips in favor
of ~e higher standard of living. The dependence upon wages in order
to feed, clothe and house the family has made unemployment a hazard
which once came from storm, flood, drought and insect, and has created
our present concern about economic security. Studies have shown that
depression and unemployment can work havoc with family integration.3
Inventions in the field of the media of mass communication have
had significant effects upon the family other than that mentioned above.
The modem family is better informed in a greater variety of areas than
was its predecessor. The influence of propaganda via newspaper, radio,
motion pictures, and television has never been fully measured, but it
must be enormous. These media have come in for their share of blame
in producing a great variety of delinquent behavior among our teen-agers.
The Industrial Revolution has reached into the house in another way,
giving the family a great variety of machines and power tools. These, it
is often said, have given the housewife new leisure, less back-breaking
toil. Without doubt machines have given the wife and mother more
leisure time, but we are a long way as yet from push-button housekeeping. Protect us from the shades of grandmothers, but very likely
housekeeping is done better today because of electric sweepers, washers,
mixers, and the like, but the typical mother with several small children
still puts in many hours of daily labor in her kitchen and domicile.
Much has been said and written about the effects of automobile
and radio, and now television upon family and family life. These inventions were successively hailed as saviors and restorers of family unity,
of holding the family at home, together in a circle, of giving the members
a common meeting ground. They have not always done so. Interests of
parents and children are often too far apart to be united by one automobile
or one radio set and its programs. Certainly the automobile has affected
the dating and courtship practices of young Americans. It has replaced
the porch swing and parlor sofa - and old Dobbin who could never
carry the sparking twain outside a neighborhood where everyone knew
- and watched - both Dobbin and the couple.

3

SeeR. C. Angell, The Family Encounters the Depression, New York, Scribner,
1936.
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The automobile has, to be sure, brought benefits to the family.
Because of it the family has greater mobility, can live in the suburbs
under more fortunate circUmstances than in the metropolis. City families
are within a few hours of field, lake, and forest.
To thousands, the ownership of an automobile is placed prior to
home ownership. For many, the automobile appears to confer greater
status than does the home.
One further invention should be mentioned because of its powerful
effect upon the family. This is contraception, so effectively utilized to
keep the family within the size desired and to permit the spacing of
children voluntarily. Introduced among the French upper classes, contraception diffused to others of the Western European nations, to North
America, and eventually to the middle and lower economic levels. However strongly other factors exerted pressures upon men and women to
reprodu<;:e fewer children, the result could scarcely have been achieved
without the knowledge and materials of counter conception. This question
too has given rise to one of our highly controversial issues.
Urbanization

For many decades the urban and the rural ways of life were at
opposite poles. The city created an environment which for millions of
people was new and different. Our culture was a rural-agrarian culture.
There have been cities for thousands of years, but they were home to
only a small fraction of Europeans and Americans. The culture of the
vast majority of people was based on a rural or village way of life; the
folk-ways and mores, the economic, religious, political, and recreational
institutions all developed in rural society. Within this all pervasive rural
culture the family too was firmly fixed.
The city crowded its dwellers together in thousands per acre. The
outcome was not greater neighborliness but hosts of nigh dwellers who
know little of each other and probably cared less. The primary relations of
intimacy and personal contact were replaced by anonymity and impersonality. Marks of status and respectability changed and the automobile
and clothes became more important than home and neighborhood reputation. The seething restlessness of the city had its effect in the family
in extensive mobility, in a growing quest for the thrill, to escape the
humdrum boredom of labor in the assembly line, or from the irritations
of crowded homes where privacy was impossible.
Millions living in close packed areas placed a premium upon space;
dwelling units were small. This condition, coupled with the dollar sign
on everything made children an economic liability; hence fewer of them.
It is in the city that juvenile delinquency has been most serious. This is
not because city children are inherently more vicious than are rural
children, but rather because of peculiar conditions under which many
urban children have lived.
-17.-

It is in the great city and its environs that we find the greatest
transitions in family life and organization, and the greatest variety of
families. To mention only a few, there is the so-called emancipated family,
usually to be found near the loop in apartment or residential hotel; the
maternal family of the commuter's zone, where father leaves the house
early in the morning and returns late at night; the recently migrated
Negro family from the Deep South, a family in which the mother and
wife tends to be dominant; the family of recent European origin, living
in one of the foreign-quarters.

-18-

PART TWO
MARRIAGE IN THE UNITED STATES

Why People Marry
Americans marry for a variety of reasons: for love and companionship,
in order to have children, to improve their status, for economic reasons,
because it is the "thing to do", to escape unhappy home life or work,
and probably others. For most persons the ubiquitous reason given is
"being in love".
Most Americans either scorn or laugh at the notion of parentally
chosen mates. Individualistic Americans brook no interference in the
choice of a marital partner - although as a matter of fact they are much
less free than they are wont to think. But being in love is a must, fostered
by fairy story, poetry, short stories, novels, movie, radio, and the folk
lore of teen-agers, middle agers, and old agers. So emphatic is our emphasis upon love - overpowering, ecstatic romantic love, that often the
most elemental considerations are ignored by the smitten pair - considerations which will play a far greater role in marital success than will romantic
infatuation. Love is one of our most potent narcotics, free, plentiful, legal,
widely advertised.
The writer has nothing against love; indeed loveless marriage is
abhorrent. But as one advisor puts it, one should use his head along with
his heart, and jump rather than fall in love.
There is a widespread notion that, for romance and marriage,
opposites attract. As a matter of fact, when opposites join, there is every
likelihood of friction, heat and sparks. Some personalities may enjoy this,
but in general it does not contribute to success and happiness in marriage.
Marriage, whatever else it may be, is a process of constant adjustment
between two unique personalities. It would · seem to be good judgment
for a person to seek one for a marital mate who shares with him common
values, interests, backgrounds and the like.
In all probability most persons do, consciously or unconsciously, marry
those who are similar. This is assortative mating, and is most usual.
Usually when young man and young woman begin to think in terms
of engagement and marriage, it is not customary to forego the associates
one has had over a long period of time. We tend to marry persons from
the same part of the city or county, from the same school, or from the
same office or shop, from the same religion, socio-economic class, of the
same national descent.

Courtship
American youngsters are thrown together in bi-sexual groups . almost
from birth, and in a great variety of circumstances. They have excellent
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opportunities for learning to know and adjust to the opposite sex. Usually,
however, it is not until the beginnings of puberty that boys and girls
become attracted to each other as opposite sexes. The girl, maturing
somewhat more rapidly than her brother, usually reaches this point
first. It is now that the girl becomes interested in dates.
Dating is not courtship, but it is very difficult to tell where dating
ends and courting begins. Dating appears to be an American innovation
in the world, a hiatus between biological maturity and economic maturity.
It is also a necessary custom if our people are to select their own mates,
free from parental dictation. It is a necessary custom, but one may
wonder how well we prepare our young people for this important phase
of life and the more serious courtship which follows. We allow our
youngsters to pick their own spouses; we expect them to do a job which
will bring life-long satisfaction. We have, as noted above, a sorry record
in short-lived marriages, marriages broken in the divorce court or broken
without benefit of legal sanction, through mutual separation and through
desertion. Are we, perhaps, asking too much of young persons, who all
too often have no other counsel to follow than that found in our fiction
magazines, the movies and the radio?
The writer is not, of course, advocating a return · to the ancient
customs of parental selection of mates for their children. But it seems
called for that we seriously consider better programs of education for
marriage and parenthood. We cannot be sure that children will utilize
all the literature, mathematics and history they memorize in school. We
can be sure that nine-tenths of our children will get married within a
few years after leaving school; and unless a change occurs, a discouraging
percentage of that ninety percent will provide business for the divorce
courts. There is, fortunately, evidence that we are beginning to awaken
to the need. More and more schools are offering programs of family
education, as are churches and other organizations. One need only look
at the table of contents of many magazines today to note how much
space is being given to this problem.

J

What, besides finding one he can love, and who reciprocates, can
the young person do, or "think about" as he seeks his marital partner?
There is no intent below to give "ten rules for picking a spouse", or
"how to be happy in marriage". This cannot be done, for there are no
such ten, or ten hund,red rules - with the big exception of the ten rules
handed to Moses on Sinai. What follows is a brief summary of the
findings in research and the use of good judgment - good judgment which
many have acquired "after the act".
We marry individual persons; but individuals are the products of
social interaction. The family is basic to personality development. To a
considerable degree the person is his family. One of the best sets of
clues the mate seeker can utilize is to be found in the family of the
intended spouse. We are not so much concerned here with wealth,
social status or occupation, as with the relationships existing within
the home.
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A man and woman who have built a happy marriage themselves,
who have created a home marked by strong affection, good adjustment,
harmony and cooperation, have given their children an insurance policy
which comes as near as anything can to guarantee the happy marriage
of those children. The chances of failure in marriage increase with failure
in the parental home. 4
Within this happy home the following factors will most likely be
present. The parents like and love each other. The discipline will be firm
and kindly, not overly strict nor lax. Healthy religious attitudes will be
held, with membership in church and reasonably regular attendance.
Strong attachment will exist between parents and children, with a minimum
of conflict. Attitudes toward sex will be sane and healthful, the parents
being frank and honest in answering questions in this area.
Parental approval of the child's marriage choice is desirable. Courtship should not be a whirl-wind affair of short duration. It is not possible
to set down a recommended period of time for courtship; this period of
interaction should be of sufficient length to permit the couple to learn
as well as possible the personalities involved, to judge compatibility,
to explore interests, values, and backgrounds. These, of course, should
be sufficiently in common to provide adequate basis for living together
successfully in marriage. Young people who have grown up together in
the same neighborhood or small town, who have attended the same
schools, the same church, who have participated in the same forms of
recreation, whose families are similar in social position, religion, education
and the like do not usually require as lengthy courtship as where
all the principals are virtually strangers to one another.
One problem facing a very large number of young Americans grows
out of the fact that, while we are Christian nation, we have a large
number of denominations and faiths. Youngsters who have "fallen in love"
are not likely to be very patient with parents and other elders who
caution against religious mixed marriage. The classic rebuttal is, "We are
in love; what else matters?"
Interfaith marriages do occur, and often do succeed. They are not,
nevertheless, to be recommended; chances of failure in such marriages
are greater than when the factor of religious differences is not present.
When persons of divergent faiths contemplate marriage they must do
so with full and clear understanding of the hazards involved.
There is not any question here of bigotry and intolerance. We may
well wish that Protestant and Roman Catholic, Je_w and Gentile might
marry without risk of censure, pressure, or danger of conflict, without
frustration and hurt conscience. The time may come when this wish
will become reality, but at the present time young people are well
advised to take full account of existing prejudices, and of the very real
4

See E. W. Burgess and L. S. Cottrell, Prediction of Success or Failure in
Marriage, New York, Prentice Hall, 1939; and Lewis M. Terman, Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1938.
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and often deep-seated hazards to successful ·marriage between persons
of widely different backgrounds in religious faith and racial biology.
The opposition of the Roman Catholic Church to interfaith marriage
is too well known to need discussion here. Protestant churches are
probably as strongly opposed to such marriages. This opposition is known
to young people, but often the reasons for it are not known, it frequently
being charged off to prejudice and intolerance. All churches, of course,
wish to hold their members and add to the membership. Aside from this,
our three predominant faiths, common as they are in some respects, are
in others quite different. They produce in their adherents attitudes and
values, beliefs and practices which may be very difficult to compromise
and harmonize. Different days or hours of worship, different dietary
customs and requirements may be easily adjusted, but fundamental differences in attitudes toward the very nature of marriage and divorce,
toward contraception and birth control, toward the church home of
the children, these may defy any kind of compromise. In-law relationships
too are frequently not conducive to success in mixed marriages.
Age for Marriage

Young people often ask what is the best age for getting married.
This question is not an easy one to answer because of the several factors

involved. Many young men are biologically ready to marry long before
they can do so economically. Although very common among college
students receiving G. I. Benefits, marriage of those who continue to be
dependent upon parents, or upon their own efforts is still not kindly
received by the American people. Fairly common, to be sure, is the young
man, veteran or not, who works toward his degree while his wife works
as nurse, or telephone operator - this often being done even when there
are children.
Most studies report that marriage before age 20 stands less chance
of success than marriage after that age. Median age at marriage in this
country is approximately 25 for males and 22 for females. Frequently
given as the "ideal" age for marriage is 25 to 33 for men, 21 to 27 for
women. Marriage after 38 is more likely to result in friction than at the
"ideal" ages, but less so than before 20. Reasons for these differences
are due in all probability to personality factors. The very young are
not yet stable enough for marriage; the older person may be too "set
in his ways" to make the adjustments called for.
Legal age for marriage without parental. consent in most states is
18 for women, 21 for men; with parental consent most states allow 18
year old men and 16 year old women to marry. A few states permit
girls to marry at age 14, with permission of parents.
Engagement

Courtship culminates in the engagement, an agreement between the
couple that they plan to marry. Engagement serves a number of purposes:
-22-
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to notify the community that this pair is expecting to unite in matrimony;
to notify others that each is now out of the field of search; most importantly to permit the couple to gain deeper understanding of one another,
to discuss seriously their plans, hopes and aspirations in life and marriage.
The engaged couple are together more frequently, in a variety of circumstances, visit in each other's home to become better acquainted with
the families. For the girl it usually means a round of parties and showers.
For both it is a period during which each becomes accustomed a bit
more to the anticipated status of Mr. and Mrs.
Engagements should be long enough to accomplish its functions,
as briefly outlined above. very brief engagements are not to be recommended, but neither are very long ones.
Engagements are rather frequently broken; the couple may discover
that they are not ready for marriage, that the attraction was primarily
infatuation, or many other circumstances may disclose the wisdom of
breaking the relationship. This may be extremely disconcerting, especially
to the one of the couple which is most deeply involved, but certainly is
less damaging than breaking a marriage later. Suits for breach of promise
have become rare; it is no longer felt that a woman's marriageability . is
damaged by a broken engagement, nor does she lose her capacity for
employment.
Adjustment in Marriage

With the return from the honeymoon trip (not discussed here for
reasons of space) the newlyweds find themselves face to face with the
reality of married life as husband and wife. The rosy blush of romance
will continue for a time, of course, gradually to be replaced by the deeper,
more abiding albeit less exhiliarating c~njugal love.
No one recomm~nds conflict as a regular diet in family life. Yet,
it is frequently through this very process that many of the adjustments
in marriage are made. By conflict we mean any difference of opinion
or practice which may evoke argument or quarrel. The romantic myth
of "they lived happily ever after", of life in a rose-covered cottage, with
everlasting bliss is - a myth. The two persons united in marriage are
two persons; the wedding ceremony did not erase ·the differences in
habits, attitudes, values, wishes, interests which any two persons will have.
Many young people suffer bitter disillusionment in the early months
of marriage, when they discover that they have married human beings
and not angels. During the courtship period, each may have been on
the best social behavior, with irritating or unpleasant habits and mannerisms
repressed. Mter marriage, "at home", these habits reassert themselves.
This is not to imply that this repressing is intentional or hypocritical, but
rather natural. Furthermore, courtship and engagement do not permit,
or do not allow for all aspects of the personality to show through; in
the intimate relationship of marriage, two total personalities are placed
in interaction
repeated, constant, intimate interaction, through day
and night.
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Methods of Adiustment
Mention has been made that marital adjustment may come through
conflict. It is not conflict itself which achieves adjustment, but such
conflict of opinion and value may point the need for adjustment. Sociologically, conflict and other forms of opposition are resolved through
accommodation.
Waller 5 has classified quarrels in family life as destructive or
constructive. The destructive quarrel is directed at personality, the intent
being to hurt, to crush. No purpose is served by such quarrels, except
possibly to relieve tension; actually more tension may be produced. Such
quarrels may be "made up", but often leave a residue of resentment
and the fear that what was said reflects the genuine feeling of the other.
Constructive quarrels are those which occur over an issue. They
may serve to clarify such an issue, to disclose values deeply held. Genuine
adjustment may follow. It is recognized of course that persons in anger
may have too little control over their emotions to hold a quarrel at a
constructive level; what starts out as such may easily degrade into an outand-out destructive battle.
Whether the differences which husband and wife discover in themselves result in quarreling or not, accommodation is an ever present
process in all families, particularly during the early years and whenever
unusual stresses and strains develop, such as when the teen age girl
begins to date, when the last child has left the home, or when an aged
parent may have to move in.

;

•

Accommodation is a process of consciously and deliberately modifying
one's behavior in meeting new situations, new persons, changing conditions.
Men and women, to live, work and play together must accommodate,
whether in the dormitory, the office, the playground, or the home. Accommodation may be accomplished in a variety of ways: by giving in
to superior strength, by conversion, by compromise, to mention a few.
It hardly seems necessary to point out that marriage devoid of some
yielding, some compromise, is impossible. One of the indices of maturity,
it may be noted, is the willingness and the ability to do just this, and
do it gracefully and sincerely.
In the writer's . opinion, no marriage is a success unless thoroughgoing assimilation has occurred. Assimilation, the "process of interpenetration and fusion in which persons and groups acquire the memories, sentiments, and attitudes of other persons or groups, and, by sharing their
experiences and history, are incorporated with them in a common cultural
life" 6 does not occur over night, nor within a year. The sharing of
5

Waller, Willard, The Fampy, New York, Condon, 1938, p. 353.

6

Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess, Introduction to the Science of Sociology, revised edition, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1924, p. 735.
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experience and history involves months and years of living, with many
accommodations occurring day by day. The memories of courtship,
engagement and honeymoon, the first rented rooms with all their inadequa.cies, the birth of the first baby, his illness, his first words, the
vacations, the visits to grandparents - these and many more are shared,
and draw man and wife together, so that in time the two become what
the words of the wedding ceremony promised.
It is not intended to suggest that husband and wife become unidentifiable as individuals, even were that possible. After the golden
wedding anniversay husband and wife should be able to surprise one
another at times.
Areas of Adjustment

What are the specific areas within which adjustment must be made?
This question has been approached from numerous points of view; the
following, utilized by Landis and Landis 7 appears to be as useful as any.
Husbands and wives find they must make new adjustments in sex life,
in managing the family finances, with the in-law relatives, in recreation
and social activities, in respect to friends, and those arising when children
are born. If there are wide differences in religion, nationality, or class
position, these factors call for adjustment. A few of these areas of
adjustment will be discussed. very briefly.
Not very many married couple finds these adjustments severe, or
difficult to make. If they know they must be made, have learned to know
one another well before marriage and are willing to work at making
the marriage succeed, they are likely to be very happy from the beginning.
Sex Adjustment

Theoretically all men and women enter wedlock with no other
sexual experience than the behavior we have come to call petting and
necking. Our mores, our laws, our religion forbid premarital coitus. An
unknown percentage of persons, probably rationalizing, have recommended
premarital sex relations, especially during engagement, to determine sexual
compatibility. We know, medically, psychologically, morally, and spiritually
that this is not true. From the physical point of view, virtually all men
and women are sexually compatible. Human sex relations are not on
the same plane with animal reproduction, but are surcharged with emotion,
custom and tradition. Compatibility in mental-emotional response cannot
be tested under the clandestine, guilt-involved conditions of premarital
sex activity. No matter how much young men and women feel they have
liberated themselves intellectually from the societal taboos, the teachings
of church, home and school, to transgress these is often damaging to
personality, and does not lay a stable foundation for marriage.
7

Judson T. Landis and Mary G. Landis, Building a SuccessfUl Marriage,
Prentice-Hall, New York, 1948, pp. 243 ff.
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Most men and women find that that it requires 'months and even
years to reach anything like mutual understanding and compatibility in
this area of married life, and this under the favorable, fully permissive
conditions of legal-religious marriage.

The Family Purse
One of the most frequent complaints married men and women
make is with reference to "insufficient income". 8 This complaint may
not be in the nature of fault-finding, but perhaps illustrates the important
role money plays in married life. As mentioned earlier, ours is a money
economy; our material needs, and many of a non-material nature, are
satisfied through the medium of money. Few families have income
sufficient to meet all their wants .
Probably the basic decision which the married couple needs to
make is with respect to what values are to be achieved through money
-what do they want out of life that money can buy? These values may
be widely divergent. One spouse may want to keep up with the Jones
family, the other to build a substantial bank account. Conspicuous display
via the big variety of latest fashions in clothing may clash with building
a good equity in the house. This decidedly is a matter for serious discussion by the couple, even before they marry.
In father's day, he handled the purse and the strings to it. The
purse then had fewer dollars in it, and they were spent for many fewer
things. In today's world women have learned to earn money and to
spend it. They are far less likely to acquiesce to a condition where they
spend what the husband, in his great wisdom, chooses to give them.
There is thus the problem of who manages the family finances.
No single best answer for this problem is possible. The writer has
seen just about every conceivable plan in operation, quite satisfactory
to each couple involved. Here is the well-educated, highly successful
professional man who turns his salary check over to the wife, and who
seldom carries more than a dollar in his pocket. There was the very
reverse: the husband and father who pulled a dollar bill out of his
wallet every morning, gave it to the wife to run the house for the day
- and who decided when wife and children needed shoes, clothes, etc.
Both plans were eminently successful. About all one can say on this
topic is that the couple needs to come to agreement on the plan to
follow, and try it.
Essentially the adjustments required in marriage are dependent upon
the personalities of the persons involved. There is no validity to the
romantic notion that soul mates are created and must meet to be happy.
There are unmarrieageable persons, but any one who is marriageable
could marry happily any one of a considerable number of persons. This
is not to say then any man can be happy with any woman; if that
8
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Terman, op. cit., pp. 96-97.
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were true, mate selection could well be as blind as love is often said
to be. Persons who are emotionally and otherwise mature, who use their
intelligence in choosing a mate, who have developed the arts and techniques of adjusting to other people and to situations as they develop,
·
who are willing to work at the job can make marriage succeed.
Marriage Maladjustment

This article is not intended . to be anything like a complete treatise
on marriage and family, but it would be too incomplete without a few
pertinent remarks about the marriages which do not succeed.
There is no way of knowing what percentage of all marriages are
happy and successful. Various studies, all based on fairly small samples,
indicate that the large majority of marriage can be rated as "happy"
or "very happy". Divorce statistics are no accurate measure of success
or failure. Numerous marriages end, temporarily, successively, or permanently through desertion, usually by the husband. No one knows how
many such desertions occur, but they are numerous. Other marriages
are terminated through mutual agreement to separate and live apart.
There are still others which, while the family remains outwardly unbroken, actually are so only nominally.
Most of us are familiar with the broad aspects of divorce laws
in this country. There are 51 separate jurisdictions which exercise regula. tion of marriage and divorce, with little uniformity. Grounds vary from one
(adultery) in New York to as many as seventeen. Other regulations
vary as greatly.
While divorce has become quite common in the United States,
attitudes toward it vary widely. There -are those who condemn it unreservedly; at the opposite pole are those who see divorce as an index
of freedom, as a necessary element in the pursuit of happiness. Somewhere
in the middle are those who try to view divorce as a most regrettable
failure within a most important area of human relations. These are men
who would like to see divorce reduced, not by prohibiting it, but by
seeking the causes, and then laboring to remove these insofar as possible.
The proposition, not at all original or new, is made here that
divorce is very often the outcome of the failure to marry wisely, or
rather to select wisely a marital partner. It is often charged that divorce
has been made too easy in this country. This may well be true, but it
still is much easier to get married than it is to un-marry. The few requirements set up by law to regulate marriage do not prevent most
unwise marriages. Such prevention probably cannot be achieved by
law. The most hopeful recourse is in better preparation for marriage.
The first place for this preparation is in the home; and many good homes
do it. School and church have some responsibility also, and many have
begun hopeful programs. Growing awareness too is developing that we
need another agency, one which can help to save marriages which appear headed for dissolution. Space does not permit a detailed discussion
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of such agency, but here also some hopeful beginnings have been made,
some under county-state government jurisdiction, some by private family
welfare agencies, some by clergymen and churches, and others by private
marriage counsellors.
Probably every judge who hears divorce cases realizes that many
of the marriages which he must declare broken could be saved. He is
permitted to concern himself only with the purely legal aspects of the
situation, and not at all with the psychological, emotional, personality,
and cultural factors which lie at the root of the trouble. Indeed most
judges have neither time nor the help to inquire beyond the legal testimony presented - testimony which he often is sure is perjured.
Thus, the only way by which a couple living in New York state
can divorce is by proving adultery on the part of one of the spouses.
This can be done easily, whether adultery was or was not committed.
It was stated earlier in this article that the vast majority of our people
look forward to marriage, and enter wedlock in anticipation of deep
satisfaction and success. The writer is entirely doubtful that very many
young men and women enter marriage with a mental reservation that
the divorce court will be an easy out if things don't work out satisfactorily.
It may well be that the ease of divorce does inhibit strenuous efforts on
the part of many, so that in this sense easy divorce may stimulate family
failure. However, in the final analysis, it appears that the best hope for
promoting family stability and happiness in this country is to give much
more attention to the front door of the house, and less to the back door.
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